NAPOLEONIC EUROPE, 1812
MAP ACTIVITY

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the map on p. 233 in your history book to complete the following map and questions about the map.

1. The latitude and longitude lines are drawn at 5 degree intervals. Label these on the west and north sides of the map.

2. Label the following countries on the map:
   - French Empire
   - Kingdom of Italy
   - United Kingdom of Great Britain
   - Kingdom of Naples
   - and Ireland
   - Austrian Empire
   - Kingdom of Norway and Denmark
   - Prussia
   - Confederation of the Rhine
   - Russian Empire
   - Grand Duchy of Warsaw
   - Sardinia
   - Portugal
   - Switzerland
   - Spain
   - Sweden
   - Sicily
   - Ottoman Empire

3. Label the following bodies of water:
   - Atlantic Ocean
   - Mediterranean Sea
   - North Sea
   - Adriatic Sea
   - Baltic Sea
   - Aegean Sea
   - Black Sea

4. Locate the following points on the map:
   - Paris
   - Berlin
   - Vienna
   - Versailles
   - Rome
   - Warsaw
   - Madrid
   - Elba
   - Moscow
   - London
   - Corsica

5. Locate the following battles on the map:
   - Waterloo
   - Borodino
   - Austerlitz
   - Trafalgar
   - Leipzig

6. With a red pencil, trace Napoleon’s route into and out of Russia in 1812.

7. Shade the following countries with a different color and create an appropriate key on your map:
   - Empire of France
   - States allied with Napoleon
   - States dependent on Napoleon
   - States against Napoleon
NAPOLEONIC EUROPE, 1812

MAP QUESTIONS: Complete the following questions using locations referenced on your map.

1. On what island on the map was Napoleon born? ________________________.

2. The Battle of _______________ resulted in the ruin of Napoleon’s naval fleet and smashed Napoleon’s plans of an invasion of Great Britain.

3. The Battle of Nations at _______________ saw a coalition of armies from Russia, Britain, Austria, and Prussia defeat Napoleon that led to the first exile of Napoleon to the island of ________________.

4. In the country of _________________, the people resisted Napoleon using guerilla warfare, hit-and-run tactics, against French forces.

5. In 1805, at the Battle of ________________, Napoleon won a crushing victory against an Austro-Russian army of superior numbers.

6. In 1806, at the German city of _________________, Napoleon decreed the closure of European ports to Great Britain that began his Continental System of blockading trade with Great Britain.

7. After a difficult victory against the Russians at the Battle of ________________ where Napoleon lost many of his best commanders, the Russians set fire to the city of ________________ and Napoleon was forced to retreat to escape the Russian winter.

8. A meeting of conservative leaders was held at the Austrian city of ________________ to discuss the restoration of order and stability in Europe after Napoleon’s exile.